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A northwesterly wind event near Ross Island
ZH0NG Liu and DAVID H. BROMWICH, Byrd Polar Research Center and Atmospheric Sciences Program,

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210

T
he blocking effects of Ross Island and Hut Point Peninsula
have been extensively studied (Schwerdtfeger 1984; Slot-

ten and Stearns 1987; O'Connor and Bromwich 1988; Liu and
Bromwich 1992, 1993). In 1990, a sonic detection and ranging
(SODAR) device was set up at Williams Field, which is located
about 10 kilometers (km) to the southeast of McMurdo Sta-
tion. Analysis of the collected SODAR data showed the follow-
ing:

The blocking effects of Ross Island and Hut Point Peninsu-
la on the prevailing southerly airflow are the dominant fea-
tures of the boundary-layer wind field (Liu, Geer, and
Bromwich 1991; Liu and Bromwich 1992, 1993).

• The prevailing wind is primarily due to propagation of the
katabatic drainage flow from Byrd, Mulock, and Skelton
glaciers.

• The prevailing wind regime occasionally can break down
and be replaced by northwesterly winds due to a change of
the propagation direction of the katabatic flow under the
influence of meso- and synoptic-scale pressure systems
(Liu and Bromwich 1993).

Because adverse weather, which substantially affected
operations in the Ross Island area (for example, snow or
blowing snow with low visibility), was frequently encountered
during the northwesterly wind events (five out of eight cases
during the 1990 campaign), additional studies are warranted.

Recent numerical simulations (Parish, Pettre, and
Wendler 1993) show that as austral summer approaches, the
katabatic wind strength gradually decreases. At the same time,
the frequency of significant mesoscale cyclones formed over
the southwestern Ross Sea and near Byrd Glacier increases
(Bromwich 1991). These factors increase the frequency of
breakdown of the prevailing wind in the Ross Island area.
Analysis based on 1991 automatic weather station (AWS) data
(Keller, Weidner, and Stearns 1993) from AWS 27 (Pegasus
North, 78.03°S 166.60°E) showed that the average monthly
occurrence frequency of northwesterly winds reached a maxi-
mum (13.6 percent per month) in October, November, and
December. By contrast, the average monthly percentage in
April, May, and June, when the frequency of the significant
mesoscale cyclones is a minimum, was 4.6 percent.

The 1990 campaign proved that SODAR is an effective
tool for study of the boundary layer. This particularly applies
to northwesterly wind events because the surface winds
either were calm or were light from the northwest or north-
east; whereas northwest winds appeared above 75 meters (m)
height, the lowest detection level of the SODAR. The 1991
campaign at Williams Field included the SODAR and a new
piece of remote-sensing equipment, a radio acoustic sound-
ing system (RASS), which is capable of measuring virtual tem-
perature profiles in a continuous fashion and provides more
information on the boundary layer structure [Marshall, Peter-
son, and Barnes (1972); May et al. (1989); Strauch et al. (1988);
Radian Corporation (1992)1.

The northwesterly winds were first detected by the
SODAR at 1000 universal coordinated time (UTC) 22 Novem-
ber 1991. The rawinsonde data at McMurdo Station for 0000
UTC 21 November showed that northwesterly winds were
already present above 3,200-m height, and below that height,
the wind directions were southeasterly. The 500-hectopascal
(hPa) analysis prepared by the Australian Bureau of Meteorol-
ogy for the same period shows that a ridge extended from
Marie Byrd Land to the Ross Island area. The observed north -
westerly winds above 3,200 in McMurdo were due to the
influence of this ridge. The sea-level-pressure analysis based
on AWS data shows that the pressure was steadily increasing
in response to the approaching 500-hPa ridge. The isobars
were oriented southeast-to-northwest across the Ross Island
area, which caused the observed southeasterly surface wind
at McMurdo Station. Twenty-four hours later, at 0000 UTC 22
November, the 500-hPa analysis shows that the ridge had
retreated slightly to the south and a newly formed low was
present over the Ross Island area. As this low formed, the
upper level northwesterly winds started propagating down-
ward. Ten hours later, the SODAR detected the northwesterly
wind, but the surface wind still remained northeasterly
because the pressure field (figure 1A) supported the prevail-
ing wind regime (Bromwich 1991). The SODAR data showed
that the northwesterly wind was not robust enough to be con-
tinuously present at the lowest SODAR level and sometimes
was replaced by the prevailing northeasterly wind.
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Figure 1. A. Regional sea-level pressure analysis constructed from automatic weather station (AWS; circles labeled with bold numbers) observa-
tions at 1200 UTC 22 November. Solid lines are sea-level isobars (90 m 990 hectopascals). Wind direction is shown by the line drawn to the
AWS locations with the wind speed indicated by the attached barbs: no barb indicates less than 1.2 m s- 1 ; a half barb, 2.5 m s- 1 ; and a full
barb, 5 m 5-1 A cross through the observing point means that the wind observation is missing. B. Same as  but at 1500 UTC 24 November.

The surface northwesterly wind started at 0300 UTC 24
November. The surface pressure ridge H 1 (marked in figure
1A) slowly moved toward the northeast. Figure lB shows that
a separate high was centered near AWS 07 at 1500 UTC 24
November and influenced the Ross Island area. This made the
surface wind in that area switch to the northwest. The
drainage flow from Byrd, Mulock, and Skelton glaciers was
steered away by this high. Figure 2A shows the horizontal
winds resolved by the SODAR, which were more persistent
than before.

The RASS temperature profile (figure 2B) shows that,
after the northwesterly winds were first detected on the
SODAR profile, there was a significant cooling trend followed
by a period of warming (both trends decreased with height).
Apparently, these trends were not entirely linked to the diur-
nal variation at the surface. Evaluation of warm/cold advec-
tion is difficult because the vertical temperature profile was
available only at the SODAR site. The hourly averaged vertical
velocities from the SODAR showed that, during the cooling
trend period (from 1200 UTC 22 November to 0400 UTC 23
November), there was upward motion which created the
cooling effect through adiabatic expansion. (Adiabatic refers
to a process involving expansion or compression without loss
or gain of heat.) This upward motion was associated with the
500-hPa low over the Ross Island area and was mentioned
above. The SODAR horizontal wind profiles showed that the
northwesterly winds occupied all the levels except at the sur-
face. At 0400 UTC 23 November, the upward motion ended
and was replaced by downward motion which started from 75
in 	At the same time, the SODAR horizontal wind pro-

files showed that several hours ago the wind directions had
shifted from northwesterly to the prevailing northeasterly
below 325 in (the maximum detection level of the
SODAR). The warming trend started above 400 in
because radiational cooling at the surface partially con-
tributed to the delay at the low levels. At 1600 UTC 23 Novem -
ber, the SODAR horizontal wind profiles showed that the
northeasterly winds gradually shifted back to northwesterly
starting from higher levels. The warming continued but more
prominently at lower levels. By 0900 UTC 24 November,
warming and downward motion ceased and weak upward
motion had resumed following the northeast movement of
the surface pressure ridge Hi (figure 1B, see previous para-
graph). At the same time, all the SODAR winds shifted back to
northwesterly. From the AWS analyses, we determined that
the downward motion mentioned above was due to a tempo-
rary resumption of the prevailing winds associated with the
high-pressure ridge that extended from Minna Bluff (figure
1A). The SODAR horizontal wind profiles confirm this.

High H 1 kept moving to the northeast until 1800 UTC 24
November when it turned to the southeast. The direction
changed to southward when the high approached Roosevelt
Island at 0600 UTC 25 November. At 1200 UTC 25 November,
the northwesterly wind in the Ross Island area ended both at
the surface and on the SODAR horizontal wind profile
because the area was under the influence of the easterly wind
part of the developing low L 1 near Franklin Island (figure 3A).
Determination of the causes for L 1 development is difficult
because there were no wind data available from Inexpressible
Island; these data are crucial in determining whether cycloge-
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Figure 2. A. SODAR horizontal wind profile as a function of time starting from 1200 UTC 24 November. Speed unit is m -1 B. RASS potential
temperature profile as a function of time starting from 1200 UTC 22 November. Line A represents the surface level, and lines B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
and I represent 100 m, 175 m, 250 m, 325 m, 400 m, 475 m, 550 m, and 625 m height, respectively.

rigure o. M. oame as figure i, out at i ZUU U I U 2.0 Novemoer. i. same as figure 1A, but at 0600 UTC 26 November. The flag attached to the
AWS 27 wind direction line denotes a wind speed of 25 m -1
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nesis is linked to the strong katabatic winds at Terra Nova Bay
(Bromwich and Parish 1988; Bromwich 1989, 1991). The
development of L 1 , however, followed a northwesterly wind-
speed increase [maximum: 8 meters per second (m s_ 1 )] at
Franklin Island, an increase that suggested strong katabatic
winds were blowing from Terra Nova Bay. During the next 16
hours, the NOAA-10 thermal infrared satellite images showed
that a synoptic-scale low coming from the north of Ross Sea
merged with L 1 . As a result, L 1 continued to intensify and
affected the Ross Island area with heavy snowfall and strong
southerly winds. The observed maximum southerly wind
speeds were 20  s- 1 at McMurdo Station, 21 ms' atAWS 07,
and 26 m s- 1 at AWS 27, respectively (figure 3B).

In summary, the prevailing wind field in the Ross Island
area, in the summer season, can break down frequently and
be replaced by northwesterly winds due to decreasing
strength of the katabatic winds and the increasing mesoscale
pressure gradients. The mesoscale systems act to steer the
drainage flow away from its normal propagation direction.
The geographic location of Ross Island at the edge of the vast
flat Ross Ice Shelf also provides opportunities for intrusion of
synoptic-scale systems. The SODAR and RASS proved to be
useful for explaining the observed boundary layer wind and
temperature changes, but more deployments in the sur-
rounding area are needed to understand the detailed causes
of such changes and their relation to the adverse weather
affecting the area.

This field program and research were sponsored by
National Science Foundation grant OPP 89-16921 to David H.
Bromwich.
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Snow temperature, wind speed, and wind direction around the
Pegasus Runway during 1992

CHARLES R. STEARNS and GEORGE A. WEIDNER, Department ofAtmospheric and Oceanic Sciences,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

IAIu 	weather station (AWS) units are installed at the
orth and south ends of the Pegasus blue-ice runway on

the Ross Ice Shelf near Ross Island, Antarctica, and at the Minna
Bluff, Williams Field, and Linda AWS sites in support of the
meteorology of the blue-ice runway (figure 1, Holmes, Stearns,
and Weidner, Antarctic Journal, in this issue). The purpose of
the AWS units is to determine the reason for the blue ice and to

learn to forecast the extreme wind speeds observed in the area.
Stearns and Weidner (1990, 1991) present previous meteorolog-
ical results from the Pegasus Runway. Holmes et al. (Antarctic
Journal, in this issue) present information related to other AWS
units in Antarctica and the basic AWS measurements.

The AWS unit at Pegasus South measures ±1 millivolt sig-
nals using a differential amplifier with a gain of 480 to amplify
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